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1. Introduction
In the literature there are several different proofs of Strong Normalization (SN) for the Calculus of Constructions (CC). Some of them are of purely syntactical nature (like the ones in
[Coquand 1985], [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] and in [Coquand and Gallier 1990]), while others give a proof of normalization by describing an appropriate semantics (like lOng and Ritter 1994]
and [Altenkirch 1993], who describe an denotational semantics, but also [Goguen 1994], who
describes a typed operational semantics). Apart from these, proofs of SN for CC can be found
in [Berardi 1988], [Luo 1990] (containing a proof of SN for the 'Extended' Calculus of Constructions), [Terlouw 1993] and [Geuvers 1993] (containing a proof of SN for CC with (3 and
TJ reduction). Each of these proofs exploits the idea of interpreting types as specific sets of
strongly normalizing A-terms. Then the terms are interpreted in such a way that, (1) if t is of
type CT, then the interpretation of t is in the set associated with CT, and (2) for any term t, if
its interpretation is SN, then t itself is SN.
For systems without type dependency (like the polymorphic A calculus), it is rather wellknown by now how to give a proof of SN using so called 'saturated sets' as interpretations for
the types. These saturated sets are sets of untyped A terms that satisfy some specific closure
conditions and that are rather easy to work with. A possible drawback of this approach is that
the interpretation of the typed term t should be an untyped term, and hence the interpretation
will remove all type information from the term t (and hence it may remove some redexes).
For the polymorphic .\ calculus, this is not a real problem, because the reduction that comes
from type-abstractions and type-applications can not be the source of an infinite reduction. In
a system with type dependency, the situation is rather more complicated, because types can
contain terms as subexpressions. (So, if one removes all types, then one also removes some
terms.) In the Calculus of Constructions the situation is furthermore complicated by the fact
that the system is higher order, which means that there are reductions in type-constructors.
One possible approach to cope with type dependency is to look at sets of typed terms instead
of untyped terms. This is done, for example, in [Berardi 1988] and [Coquand and Gallier 1990].
Another possibility is to reduce the question of SN for a system with type dependency to SN
for a system without type dependency. This is done in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991]. Both
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approaches lead to rather involved proofs that consist of putting several steps together. Furthermore, these proofs do not easily scale up to larger systems.
The approach that we use here is based on saturated sets. It yields a (relatively short)
direct proof of SN for CC using two different interpretations, [-~< and a-Dp. The first gives a
set or a set-theoretic function for every type, constructor, kind or universe of CC. This is done
modulo a valuation function ~, which assigns a set or set-theoretic function to the constructor
variables. (For those not familiar with CC, this terminology is explained below.) The second
gives an untyped term for every object, type, constructor Or kind of CC. This is done modulo
a valuation function p, which assigns an untyped term to the constructor variables and the
object variables. SN for CC then follows from the fact that
(1) if ~ and p are valuations that 'agree with' the context rand r I- M : T, then

(2) one can choose these valuations
is SN.

~

and p in such a way that

QMDp

QMD p E [T~<

is SN if and only if M

In 3.1 we give some more technical intuition for the proof.
One nice aspect of this approach is that the proof of SN for CC is carried out in exactly the
same structure as where the proof of SN for Fw is usually done. This again emphasises that the
proof of SN for CC is of the same proof-theoretic complexity as the proof of SN for Fw. (This
has already been shown in [Berardi 1988] and [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991].) Furthermore, the
proof uses only a minimal part of the meta-theory of CC. This makes it possible to extend
the proof of SN for CC to larger systems (with more type operators). This will be shown in
Section 4, where we prove SN for CC with E-types, W-types, sum-types and recursive types.
For each of these extensions, the proof of SN is a natural generalization of the proof of SN for
CC.

2. The Calculus of Constructions
We now give a precise definition of the Calculus of Constructions and at the same time we fix
some terminology. In CC there are two specific constants, * and o. The first represents the
universe of types (so we shall say that (J is a type if (J : *) and the second represents the universe
of kinds (so we shall say that A is a kind if A : 0). The universe * is a specific example of a
kind, so it will be the case that * : o. To present the derivation rules for CC we first fix the
set of pseudoterms from which the derivation rules select the (typable) terms.
2.1. DEFINITION. The set of pseudoterms, T, is defined by
T ::= *1 0 1Var 1(IIVar:T.T) 1(>.Var:T.T) 1TT,
where Var is a countable set of expressions, called variables. Both II and A bind variables and
we have the usual notions of free variable and bound variable. The substitution of N for v in
M is denoted by M[N Iv]. On T we have the usual notion of ,6-reduction, denoted by --+1'.
We also adopt from the untyped A calculus the conventions of denoting the transitive reflexive
closure of --+1' by -I' and the transitive symmetric closure of -ttl' by =1'.
The typing of terms is done under the assumption of specific types for the free variables
that occur in the term. These are listed in a context, which is a sequence of declarations
vl:T1 , ... , vn:Tn, where the Vi are distinct variables and the Ti are pseudoterms. Contexts are
2

denoted by the symbol f. For f a context and v a variable, v is said to be f -fresh if it is not
among the variables that are declared in f.
2.2. DEFINITION. The Calculus of Constructions (CC) is the typed A calculus with the following
deduction rules.
1-*:0

(ax)

fl-T:*/o

(var)

f,v:Tl-v:T

(TI)

fl-M:U

f I- T: */0

(weak)

f,v:T I- M: U
f I- T: */0

f,v:T I- U: s

if v is f -fresh

if v is f -fresh

if S E {*,O}

f I- TIv:T.U : s
(A)

f,v:T I- M: U

f I- TIx:T.U : */0

f I- Av:T.M : TIv:T.U

(app)

fl-N:T

f I- M : TIv:T.U

(conv)

f I- MN: UrN/xl
fl-M:T

f I- U: */0

fl-M:U

T=U

The equality in the side condition to the conversion rule (conv) is the j1-equality on the set of
pseudoterms T.
The set of terms of CC is defined by Term == {A 13f, Blf I- A : B V f I- B : An.
The set of terms of CC is devided into layers, because, if M E Term, then one of the
following six situations occurs:

(1) M ==

0

(2) M == *
(3) f f- M: 0

(4) f I- M : *
(5) f I- M : T with f I- T : 0
(6) f I- M : T with f I- T : * (for some f and T).
Of course, (2) is a special case of (3) and (4) is a special case of (5), so we can restrict to four
cases. It is well-known that these cases are disjoint if we are slightly more careful with the
presentation of the syntax. Hence the following definition is useful.

3

2.3. DEFINITION.

1. The set of kinds is defined by Kind := {A

[:lr[r I- A : OJ}.

2. The set of types is defined by Type := {A [:lr[r I- A : *J}.
3. The set of constructors is defined by Constr := {P [:lA, r[r I- P : A : oJ}.
4. The set of objects is defined by Obj := {P [:lA, r[r I- P : A : *J}.
Here r I- P : A : * denotes the fact that r I- P : A and r I- A : *.
For convenience we devide the set of variables Var in two disjoint sets Var* and Var o . We
use x, y and z to denote variables of the first type, also called object variables, and we use n, (3
and 'Y to denote variables of the second type, also called constructor variables. In the (var) and
(weak) rules we now make the restriction that, if r I- T : *, then the new variable has to be
taken from the set Var* and if r I- T : 0, then the new variable has to be taken from the set
Var o .
The usefulness of this definition is due to the following lemma. (For a detailed proof see
[Geuvers 1993].)
2.4. LEMMA (Classification). In CC we have
Kind n Type =
Constr n Obj

=

0,
0.

The Lemma implies that when we define a property for terms of CC by induction on the
structure we can distinguish cases according to whether a specific subterm is a kind or type,
respectively a constructor or object.

3. Strong Normalization for the Calculus of Constructions
3.1. Intuition for the proof
Before giving the technical details we want to give some (technical) intuition for the proof.
In order to do that we first look at the situation for Fw. In that case one defines mappings
V : Kind--+Set, [-]e : Constr--+Set, and a-D p: Obj--+A. Here, ~ is a valuation of constructorvariables and p is a valuation of object-variables. These mappings are such that, if ~, P form a
valuation of r (this notion will be defined in detail later), then

r

=> [P]e E V(A),
17(: *) => atDp E [17k

I- P: A(: D)

r

I- t:

Furthermore, p can always be chosen in such a way that

aMDp is SN iff M

is SN.

The situation is represented in the first picture on the next page. Here SAT denotes the
set of saturated sets and (SAT)* denotes the union of the function spaces built from SAT, so
(SAT)* := U{SAT, SAT --+SAT, (SAT --+SAT)--+SAT, SAT --+SAT --+SAT, ... }, where the arrow
denotes set-theoretic function space.
This construction will only prove SN for the objects ofFw, and it requires some further tricks
to show that this implies SN for all terms of Fw. For CC the situation is more complicated,
4

because constructors and kinds can also contain objects as subterms. So, even if one would
have constructed mappings V, [-~e and U-D p as above, it is not so easy to see how SN for the
objects of CC implies SN for the full Cc.
constructors
objects

kinds

v

types

V

o

p
t

a-

The solution that we propose here is to define the mapping
Dp for all terms of CC.
To show that the image of Q-D p is a strongly normalizing term, we also have to extend the
mapping [-], to kinds. So, the kinds of CC will have two interpretations: first as sets under
V (* is interpreted as SAT and the other kinds are interpreted by appropriate elements of
V := {SAT, SAT-.SAT, (SAT-.SAT)-.SAT, SAT-+SAT-+SAT, ... }, where the arrow denotes
set-theoretic function space(SAT)*), second as saturated sets (elements of SAT). This is done
to allow an interpretation of constructors as untyped A terms under Q-D p ' making sure that

5

the constructors are strongly normalizing as well. The new situation is visualized in the second
picture.
3.2. The proof
Let in the following SN e A be the set of untyped lambda terms that is Strongly Normalizing
under ,a-reduction. For reasons of presentation we extend the untyped A with one specific
constant d, for which there are no special reduction rules. The well-known notion of 'saturated
set of A-terms' is defined in a slightly more general way than is necessary. This is done to make
it easier to extend the proof of SN later.
3.1. DEFINITION.

1. Var

e

The set of base terms B is defined by

Band dEB,

2. IfMEBandNESN,thenMNEB.

Notice that all base terms are SN.
3.2. DEFINITION.
1. If

The key redex of an untyped lambda term is defined by

M is a red ex, then M is its own key redex,

2. If M has key redex N, then M P has key redex N.

The term that is obtained from M by contracting its key redex is denoted by redk(M).
Notice that the key redex of M is unique, if it exists. Furthermore, every key redex is a
head redex (but not the other way around).
3.3. DEFINITION.

1.

X

e

A set of untyped lambda terms X is saturated if

SN,

2. BeX,

3. If redk(M) E X and ME SN, then M E X.
The collection of saturated sets is denoted by SAT.
This definition of saturated set is equivalent to saying that X is saturated if
1. X

e

SN,

2. 'VQ E SN'Vx E Var[xQ E X],
3. 'VQ E SN[dQ E Xl,
4. 'VQ, M, P E SN[M[Plx]Q E X ~ (Ax.M)PQ EX].
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By definition, SN is itself saturated and all saturated sets are nonempty. Furthermore, if
N E SN and M E X E SAT, then KM N E X, where K is the well-known K-combinator >.xy.x.
As we already pointed out, the types of CC will be interpreted as saturated sets. This
requires some closure properties for the set of saturated sets which will be proved in Lemma
3.5. The set-interpretation of the kinds of CC (by the map V) can be seen as first taking the
underlying Fw-kind (which is a kind that consists of just the symbols -> and *), and then
taking the set-interpretation of kinds of Fw. Here we define the set-interpretation of CC-kinds
immediately.
3.4. DEFINITION. For A E Kind(CC), the set-interpretation of A, V(A), is defined inductively

as follows.

V(*) = SAT (= {X I X c A is saturated}),
V(IIa:B.C) = {! If: V(B)->V(C)}, if B: 0,
V(IIx:u.C)

V(C) if u : *.

The collection of all set-interpretations is denoted by (SAT)', so (SAT)' := U{V(A) I A E
Kind(CC)}.
The types are interpreted as saturated sets and the kinds also have a second interpretation
as saturated sets. We need the following (well-known) closure properties on SAT.
3.5. LEMMA. The set of saturated sets (SAT) is closed under arbitrary intersections and func-

tion spaces. That is,
1. for I a set and Xi saturated for all i E I,
is saturated

niE! Xi

2. for X and Y saturated,
X ->Y:= {M E A I\IN E X[M N E Y]} is saturated.

3.6. DEFINITION. For r a context of CC, a constructor valuation of r is a map ~ : YarD
(SAT)' (notation ~ FD r) such that

a:A E

r ==> ~(a)

->

E V(A).

3.7. DEFINITION. For r a context of CC and ~ a constructor valuation of r, the interpretation
function
H,: r-Term(CC) \r-Obj(CC) - (SAT)'
is defined inductively as follows.

1*1,

=

[01, = SN,

[ai,

=

~(a),

IPQI, =
[Ptl, =
l>.a:A.QI, =
[>.x:u·QI,
[IIx:u·71,
[IIa:A.TI,

[PI,([QI,), if Q is a constructor,
IPI" if t is an object,
~a E V(A)·[QI,(c,,=a)' if A is a kind,
[QI" if u is a type,

[ul,-[TI"

if u is a type,

IAI,- naEV(A)
7

171,(,,:=a)'

if A is a kind.

It is easy to verify the substitution property for
preserves equality:

3.8. FACT. Let ~ F O
in r. Then
1. [Q[P/a]D< =
2.
3.

IQ[t/x]D<
Q={3 P

r

I-k

From it one concludes that [-]<

and let P be a constructor, t an object, and Q a constructor or a kind

=
~

The following Lemma states that the interpretations of the constructors under
elements of the right set.
3.9. LEMMA (Soundness for

I-D<).

For r a context of CC, Q, A E Term(CC) and ~

r r- Q : A(:D)
r r- A : 0

~

[QD< E V(A),

~

lADe E SAT.

1-]<

FO

are

r,

PROOF. By simultaneous induction on the structure of Q, respectively A. 0
3.10. DEFINITION. For r a context of CC and ~ F O r, an object valuation ofr with respect to
~ is a map p : Var -- A (notation p, ~ F r) such that
a:

x:
3.11. DEFINITION. For

r

AEr

~

p(a)

r

~

p(x) E [de'

<7

E

a context of CC with p, ~

E

IAD<,

F r, the interpretation function

q-Dp : r-Term(CC) \

{D}-->A

is defined inductively as follows.

q*D p

d,

qvDp =

p( v),

qMND p
GAv:T.MD p =
qIIv:T.UD p =

qMDpGNDp,
K(AV.qMD p(v,=v)) qTD p'
dqTU p(Av.quD p(v,=v))'

In this definition, v is either an object variable or a constructor variable, T and U are either
types or kinds and M and N are either objects or constructors. The term K is the combinator
AXY.X and d is the extra constant that has been added to A.
The interpretation of terms (by q-Dp) does not depend on the interpretation of the constructors and kinds (by 1-D<). This is also expressed by the following fact.
3.12. FACT. For M a term, p a valuation as in the definition and x the vector of free variables
in M, the interpretation qMD p can equivalently be defined by taking

qMD p := r M'[p(x)/X],
8

where p(i) is the vector obtained by consecutively applying p to i and r M' is inductively
defined by

v, for v a variable,
rMN' := rM;rN',
r)..v:T.M' ::::: K()..v. r M't T',
rUv:T.U' ::::: drT'()..v.rU').
r v'

:~

3.13. DEFINITION. For r a context and M and T terms of CC, we say that
is of type T, notation r 1= M : T if

3.14. THEOREM (Soundness Theorem). For

r

f- M : T

r

r

satisfies that M

a context and M and T terms of CC,

=- r 1= M

: T.

PROOF. By induction on the structure of M we prove that if p, ~
let p and ~ be valuations such that p, { 1= r. We treat six cases.
• M", v E Var. Then v:U E

r

1= r, then

with U =/3 T. So aMDp = p(v) E [U], and

QMD p E [T]e' So

[VI, =

[T]e and

we are done.

• M '" )..x:r.Q with r a type and Q a constructor. Then r, x:r f- Q : B for some B with
T =/3 Ux:r.B. By IH aQDf(x'~p) E [BI, for all p E [r]" so )..x·aQDp(x,~x) E [r]c... [Bk
By IH we also find that \lrD p E [*], (and hence arDp E SN). But then U)..x:r.QD p =
K()..x.aQDp(x~x))arDp E [rk-·[B], = [T],.
• M '" )..a:B.t, with B a kind and t an object. Then r, a:B f- t : r for some r with
T =/3 IIa:B.r. By IH we find that atDp(",=p) E [r],(",~[) for all f E V(B) and all
P E [B]" so atDp(,,,~p) E n!EV(B)[r]«",=f) for all p E [BI,. By IH we also find that
QBD p E [0], (and hence QBD p E SN). But then a)..a:B.tD p = K()..a.atDp(a,~a))UBDp E
[B]C'" n!EV(B) [r],(",~f) = [THe-

• M '" tq, with t and q objects. Then r f- t : IIx:r.O' and r f- q : r for some rand 0' with
O'[q/x] =/3 T. By IH atDe E [r]C"'[O'], and Mp E [r]" so atqDp = atDpMp E [0'], =
[T],. (Note that [uJ, = ~O'[q/x]]" due to Fact 3.8.)
• M '" PQ, with P and Q constructors. Then r f- P : IIa:A.B and r f- Q : A for
some B with B[Q/a] =/3 T. By IH QPD E [AnC'" n!EV(A) [BJe(a,=!) and UQD p E
[Al" so aPQDp = UPDpUQD p E nfEV(A)[B],(a,~f)' Furthermore, [Ql, E V(A), so
nfEV(A)[B]e(a,~f) C [B]e(a'~IQI()' We conclude that aPQDp E [BI'("'~IQI() = [T].
• M == IIx:O'.B, with 0' a type and B a kind. Then r f- u : *, r, x:u f- B : 0 and
T", D. By IH QO'D p E [*], and QB~(x,~pl E 10], for all p E [u]{. Hence aO'D p E SN and
)..x.QBDp(x,~x) E SN, so QIIx.O'.BD p = dQuDp()..x.aBDp(x,~x») E [01,. 0
3.15. THEOREM.
'1M E Term(CC)[SN(M)J.
9

PROOF. Let M be a term of CC. Then either M == 0 or r f- M : T for some r and T. In the
first case, M is of course SN. In the second case, r F M : T by the previous theorem.
Now we define canonical elements cA in the sets V(A) (for A E Kind(CC)) as follows.

c*
cTIa :A .B
cIIx :a .B

.- SN,
.- ),f E V(A).c B , if A:O

.-

cB , if

0":

*.

For the constructor valuation for r we take ~ with ~(a) = cA if a:A E r (and ~(a) arbitrary
otherwise), and for the object valuation for r with respect to this ~ we take p with p(v) = v.
Now p,~ F r and so UMD E [T]<, where UMD p is just r M'" (due to Fact 3.12). This means
that r M'" is SN, because (Tje ~ SN. It is easy to see that M is SN if and only if r M'" is SN.
Hence M is SN. 0

4. Beyond CC
The above proof of SN for CC is very flexible and can be extended to many other cases. The
main cause for this flexibility is that the proof does not rely on too much (difficult) meta theory
of Cc. For one thing, we don't require the set of typable terms to be closed under reduction
(the so called Subject Reduction property). The only property that is seriously used (although
we did not mention it explicitly) is the fact that if two CC-terms M and N (of the same
type in the same context) are convertible, then they are convertible via a path through the
well-typed terms. In [Geuvers and Werner 1994] this property is called the 'soundness' of the
system, because it implies the equivalence of the presentation of CC with a typed conversion
rule with the presentation in Definition 2.2, in which the conversion is untyped. Soundness
is a very desirable property because it confirms with our intuition about typed A-calculi that,
if two types are convertible as pseudoterms (and hence the sets of terms of these types are
the same), then there should be a reduction-expansion path from one type to the other via
the well-typed terms. In the proof of SN for CC the soundness has been used in the proof of
Fact 3.8 (iii). For our presentation of CC above, the soundness is an immediate consequence
of the Church-Rosser property (for (3) and Subject Reduction (for (3), so we have no problem.
However, a problem may arise if we want to add new type-constructors with new reduction
rules for which the Church-Rosser property is unknown. A simple general solution to avoid all
difficulties is to replace the conversion rule by a more fine-grained one.
4.1. DEFINITION. In the following, the conversion rule (conv) will not be the one in Definition
2.2, but the following.

(COny )

r f- M : T r f- U : */0

if U

-->

TorT

-->

U

rf-M:U
Here

-->

is a one-step-reduction. (In Section 3 this would be

-->fl.)

The advantage of this slightly different conversion rule is that, in order to show the soundness of the (conv) rule in the proof of Theorem 3.14, one only needs that Q --> P ==> [Q]e =
IP]" for Q and P typable.
We treat four examples of extensions of CC and show that they are SN by adapting the proof
of Section 3. The extensions that we treat are the ones with W-types (for representing types
10

of well-founded trees), sum-types recursive typesand E-types. Before studying these examples
we list some general properties about saturated sets that will be used. These properties are
proved for the saturated set notion as it has been given in the previous paragraph. For each
extension of CC that is treated herefater, the notion of saturated set is slightly adapted, but
the proofs of these properties will still go through.
4.1. Saturated sets
Saturated sets are sets of untyped oX terms that contain all so-called 'base terms' and are closed
under expanding a key redex. We define the notion of key reduction separately.
4.2. DEFINITION. For M and N oX terms, we say that M key-reduces to N, notation M 2... N
if N is obtained from M by contracting the key redex in M. The transitive reflexive closure of

2... is

denoted bY!,

An easy fact about key reduction is the following.
4.3. FACT. If X is a saturated set and N E X with M! N and M E SN, then M E X.
We have already seen two constructions that can be performed on saturated sets, namely
the function space construction and the intersection. There are many more of those, some of
which will be defined and used later. An important trivial fact about SAT is the following.
4.4. FACT. SAT is a complete lattice. The ordering is the inclusion and suprema and infima
are given by union and intersection, respectively.
4.5. REMARK. The function space construction on SAT:
X-->Y:= {M I\;IN E X[MN E Y]},

does NOT satisfy
X nYc Z

¢}

Xc Y -->Z.

So, (SAT, u, n, --» is not a Heyting algebra and SAT (with nand --> representing universal
quantification and implication, respectively) is not an algebraic model of second or higher order
propositional logic. (See, for example, [Geuvers 1994J.) Of course, SAT can be made into a
Heyting algebra by just taking for the arrow between X and Y the set n{Z I Xc Y-->Z}, but
for the strong normalization proof this choice is not useful.
In spite of the previous Remark, the function space construction on SAT enjoys many nice
properties.
4.6. DEFINITION. A morphism from SAT to SAT is an expression cI>(X) built up from variables
ranging over SAT (among which X is one), arrows and intersections.
A morphism cI>(X) is positive if X occurs only to the left of an even number of arrows. A
morphism cI>(X) is negative if X occurs only to the left of an odd number of arrows.
In Definition 4.6 we allow arbitrary intersections, so if cI>i(X) is a morphism for every i E I,
then cI>(X) = niElcI>i(X) is also a morphism. This morphism is positive (resp. negative) if
cI>i(X) is positive (resp. negative) for every i E I.
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4.7. LEMMA. If <I>(X) is a positive morphism, then '\X.<I>(X) is monotone increasing (If Y c
Z =* <I>(Y) c <I>(Z») and if <I>(X) is a negative morphism, then .\x.<I>(X) is monotone decreasing (Y C Z =* <I>(Z) c <I>(Y»).
PROOF. By induction on the structure of <I>(X). 0
The following is an immediate consequence of the fact that a positive morphism is a monotone increasing function on the complete lattice of saturated sets.

4.8. COROLLARY. If <I>(X) is a positive morphism on SAT, then there is a smallest saturated
set lfp( <I» for which <I> (lfp ( <I») = lfp( <I».
4.2. CC with W -types
We now look at the extension of CC with Martin-Lof's W-types, a type constructor for representing types of well-founded trees. (See [Martin-Lof 1984] or [Nordstrom et al. 19901 for an
extensive treatment of W-types and examples.) We just give the rules for W-types and the
proof that the addition of these rules to CC preserves the SN property.

4.9. DEFINITION. The Calculus of Constructions with W -types, CC W , has the following additional rules.
rI-O" : *

(W)

r, X:O" I- T : *

r I- WX:O".T: *
r I- p:

(sup)

(wrec)

0"

r
r

I- Q: (WX:O".T)-*

r

r I- q: T[P/x1-Wx:O".T

I- sup(p, q) : W X:O".T

I- t : IIx:O".IIz:T-Wx:O".T.(IIY:T.Q(zy»-Q(sup(x, z»

r r wrect: IIw:(Wx:a.r).Qw

The reduction rule associated with wrec and sup(-, -) is
wrec t(sup(p, q»

---->w

tpq(AY:T[p/x1.wrec t(qy».

'The conversion rule is adapted to this new reduction.
Now, we extend the untyped A calculus with wrec and sup( -, -) operators that have the
reduction behaviour
wrec P(sup(N, Q))

---->w

P NQ(Ay.wrec P(Qy)).

The definition of the set of base terms B is adapted by adding to Definition 3.1 the clause
3. If M E B and P E SN, then wrecPM E B.
The notion of key redex is extended by adding to Definition 3.2 the clause
3. If M has key redex N, then wrec PM has key redex N (for any P).
The definition of saturated set is the same as in Definition 3.3, with the notions of 'base
term' and 'key redex' replaced by the above ones. This new collection of saturated sets is
ambiguously denoted by SAT (but there will be no confusion).
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4.10. DEFINITION. For X, Y E SAT, the saturated set W(X, Y) is defined by

W(X, Y):= Ifp(.\W.{M IV'ZV'P E X--+(Y--+W)--+(Y--+Z)--+Z[wrecPM E Z]}).
(Ifp denotes the least fixed point.)
That this least fixed point exists is due to the fact that

is a monotone function on SAT. This can be seen as follows.
Write <J>(W) for {M IV'ZV'P E X->(Y --+W)--+(Y ->Z)--+Z[wrecPM E ZJ} and let W, W' E
SAT, with We W'. Let M E CP(W) Then, for all Z and for all P E X ->(Y --+W)->(Y --+Z)->Z,
we have wrec PM E Z. Now, W is negative in X ->(Y --+W)--+(Y --+Z)->Z, so
V'ZV' P E X --+(Y -> W')->(Y --+Z)--+Z[wrec PM E Z] and so ME CP(W').
The set W(X, Y) can equivalently be defined as
n{W I wrec E nZESAT (X --+(Y --+W)--+(Y ->Z)--+Z)->W --+Z}. The essential closure properties
for the W-constructor on SAT are the following.
4.11. LEMMA. Let X and Y be saturated sets and write W for W(X, Y).
1. If ME X and N E Y--+W, then sup(M,N) E W.

2.

If P E X--+(Y--+W)--+(Y--+Z)--+Z, then wrecP E W--+Z.

PROOF. We use the fact that

W = {M IV'ZV'P E X ->(Y --+W)--+(Y ->Z)--+Z[wrecPM E Z]}).
For the first, let Z E SAT and P E X ->(Y --+W)--+(Y --+Z)--+Z. Then
wrecP(sup(M,N)) ~ PMN(>-.y.wrecP(Ny) E Z and wrecP(sup(M,N)) is SN,
so wrecP(sup(M,N)) E Z and hence sup(M,N) E W. For the second, let MEW. Then
wrecPM E Z by definition, so wrecP E W--+Z. 0
The definition of set-interpretation of 3.4 does not have to be extended, because there are
no kinds of the form WX:17.T. The notion of'~ FD r' is defined analoguously to Definition 3.6.
4.12. DEFINITION. The function [-De is defined by extending Definition 3.7 with the following
clause.

We have the following property for the extended [-

k

4.13. FACT. Let Q and P be constructors or kinds with
~ F r, then

r

f- Q, P : T and

~

a valuation with

The Soundness Lemma 3.9 is also easily verified:
4.14. LEMMA (Soundness for [-De)' For r a context ofCC w , Q, A E Term(CC w ) and ~

r

f- Q : A(:O)

r

f- Q : 0

==}
==}
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[QD e E V(A),
[Q]e E SAT.

FD r,

Let p be a valuation that assigns terms to the free variables, as in Definition 3.10.
4.15. DEFINITION. For r a context of CCW with p,~ 1= r, the interpretation function ~-Dp
r-Term(CCW)-->A is defined by adding to Definition 3.11 the following clauses.
Uwrec tD p

=0

wrec UtD p '

Qsup(t,q)D p

=0

sup(QtD p , M p )'

QWx:O'.TD p

=0

:

d~O'Dp(>'X.QTDp(x,=x))'

Again we have that

QMD p

""

r

M"'[p(x)/Xj,

where x are the free variables in M, p( x) is obtained by consecutively applying p to x and r M'
is defined in Fact 3.12. (The extension of r - , to include cases for wrec, sup( -, -) and W is
straightforward. )
The Strong Normalization follows immediately from the Soundness Theorem for ~-Dp' To
prove the soundness we only have verify the extra cases that arise from the additional derivation
rules.
4.16. THEOREM (Soundness Theorem). For

r

r

a context and M and T terms of CC W ,

I- M : T =>

r 1= M

: T.

PROOF. By induction on the derivation; we verify the two relevant cases, using Lemma 4.11.
Let p and ~ be valuations such that p, ~ 1= r .

• M = wrect with r I- t : IIx:O'.IIz:T-->Wx:O'.r.(IIY:T.Q(zy))-->Q(sup(x,z)),
(Wx:O'.r)-->* and T IIw:Wx:O'.r.Qw. By IH
~tDp E [u](-->([rj(-->W([O'b [r]())-->(!r](-->IQ1,)-->[Q](,
so wrect E W(lde' Ir]e)-->[Q]((= [TJIe)'

=

I- Q :

I- q:T[P/X]-->Wx:O'.r and T = WX:O'.r. By IH UPD p E [O'j(
and QqDp E [r]e-->W([O'le' [rle)' Hence, sup(UPD p ' QqDp) E W([O']e, He)(= [T]e)' 0

• M

= sup(p,q) with r

r

I- P:O',

r

4.17. COROLLARY.
VM E Term(CCW)[SN(M)].

PROOF. Totally similar to the proof of Theorem 3.15. 0

4.3. CC with Sum types and recursive types
Strong Normalization for the extension of CC with product types and sum types can be proved
in the same style as we have done before for the extension with ~-types and W-types.
Moreover, if products and sums are added only on the type level, the proof of SN follows
immediately from the fact that these can already be defined inside the system: 0' x r :=
IIO!:*.(O'-->T-->O!)-->O! and O'+r:=o IIO!:*.(O'-->O!)-->(r-->O!)-->O!. It is not difficult to define closed
terms (-,-): O'-->r-->(O' X r), 1l'1: (0' X 7)-->0' and 1l'1: (0' X r)-->r such that 1l'1((t,q)) -(3 t
and 1l'2((t,q)) .....(3 q. Similarly one can define closed terms inl : 0'-->(0' + T), inr : r-->(O' + r)
and (for every p : *) case: (O'-->p)-->(r-->p)-->(O' + r)-->p such that casetq(inlp) ..... (3 tp and
case tq(inr p) ..... {3 qp.
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Other product types will be treated in the nest Section, when we look at the E-type constructor.
For sum types, we can also allow A + (J' : 0, (J' + A : 0 and A + B : 0, for A, B:O and (J':*.
The proof of SN uses techniques that were introduced in for CC W To be a bit more specific,
we give the rules for a rather general form of sum types and sum kinds and show how they are
interpreted as sets and as saturated sets.
(Sum*)

ff-(J':*

ff-r:*

(SumO)

f f- T: 81

ff-T+U:O

ff-(J'+r:*
ff-M:T

(inl)

ff-U:8

f f- inITUM:
T+U
,

(case)

f f- U : 82

f f- M : IIv:TI.U[inl v]

ff-T:8

(inr)

if 81

== 0 or

82

== 0,

ff-M:U

ff-inrT,u M : T + U

f f- N : IIv:T2.U[inr v]

f, v:TI + T2 f- U[v] : 8

f f- case T"T,M N : IIv:TI + T2'U[V]

In the above rules, when we write U[v], we mean that the expression U may contain the
variable 'V and [-] marks all free occurrences of v in U. As a matter of fact, if 8 would be *
we could just have written U : TI + TT->* and use the notation Uv in stead of U[v]. (In the
(case )-rule, we have omitted some subscripts in the presmises for reasons of readability.)
The reduction rules are
case M I M2(inl T,UN)
caseMIM2(inrT,uN)

-c-c

MIN,
M2N.

The set of untyped lambda terms A is now extended with case, inl and inr for which we
have the reduction rules
caseMN(inIP)

-c

MP,

caseMN(inrP)

-c

NP.

The notions of base term, key redex and of saturated set are extended with cases for case
and inl and inr. To be precise, if P E B and M, N E SN, then we let case M N P E B; if P
has key redex Q, then case M N P has key redex Q and for X and Y saturated sets, X + Y is
defined as
{PIVZ E SATVM E X--+ZVN E Y-Z[caseMNP E Z]}.
Equivalently, one can define X + Y as n{Vlcase E nZESAT(X--+Z)--+(--+Z)--+V-Z}, The
closure properties for X + Yare then easily verified.
The interpretation of T + U as a set (if T + U is a kind) is now as follows.

V(A + B) .- V(A) ltJ V(B),
V(A + (J') .- V(A) ltJ 1,
V((J' + A) .- IltJ V(A),
where A and B stand for kinds and (J' stands for a type. Here, ltJ denotes the set-theoretic
disjoint union, say V(A) ltJ V(B) := {(O, a) I a E V(A)} U {(I, b) I bE V(B)}, and 1 denotes the
singleton set with element !I.
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The interpretation of types and kinds under [-De' where { is a valuation that satisfies the
context r is as follows.

[T + UDe

:=

[TDe

ttJ

[UD e.

Here, ttJ stands for the disjoint union of saturated sets, as defined in 5.3. Furthermore,

[inl A,B PIe .- (0, [PD e),
linT A,BPD e .- (1, [PD e),
[inl A,rPje .- (0, [PIe)'
linT A,rtle .- (1, !1),
where A and B stand for kinds and r stands for a type. (The other cases for inl and inT are
similar.) Finally,
[case A,BPQle

.-

l.1 E V(A + B) .

[case A,rPQDe

.-

l.1 E V(A + r) .

[case ",rPQle

.-

l.1 E V(a + r) .

if
if
if

1 = (O,a) then [Plea else
1 = (1, b) then [Qleb,
1 = (0, a) then [Plea else

[QD e,
if

1 = (0, !1) then [PIe else

[QD e,
where A and B stand for kinds anda and r stand for a types. Note that a case -expression only
gets an interpretation under [-Ie if its range is a kind. So, for example in the second case we
have P : IIa:A.U[inl A,raj and Q : IIx:r.U[inl A,rxj with U[-j : O.
The interpretation of terms under Q- Dp is what one expects:

QU + TDp
QinlT,uMD p
QinTT,uMD p
QcaseT,uMND p

....-

dQUDpQTD p'
inlQMD p '
inT QMD p '
case QMDpQND p'

With these definitions it is not difficult to verify the Soundness Theorem (3.14) for ee with
sum-types. The Strong Normalization follows easily from it.
It is also possible to add recursive types to ee and we can extend our proof method to
show that this extension is SN. Of course we can not allow solutions for all type equations, but
only for equations of the form
'" = a(a),

where the type variable a occurs only positive in the type expression a( a). The solution to such
a type equation is (as usual) denoted by "a.a(a) and the interpretation in terms of saturated
sets is defined by
["",.a(a)]e := Ifp(l.X.[a(a)D(e(a,=X))·
We shall be a bit mOre specific about the rules for recursive types.
4.18. DEFINITION. Let a be a variable and a : A with A:o in
respectivly negative in Q, for Q: B(:O) in ee.
1. If art FV(Q), then", is positive and negative in Q.
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ee.

We define when", is positive,

2. If a rf; FV(M), then a is positive in aM, with M possibly empty,
3. If a is positive in a and negative in

7,

then a is positive in IIx:7.a and a is negative in

IIx:a.7,
4. If a is positive in a, negative in
and a is negative in II,6:C.r.

7

and C:D with a rf; FV(C), then a is positive in II,6:C.a

4.19. DEFINITION. The extension of CC with recursive types, CC R , has the following extra
rules.
r, a:A f- Q : A r f- A : 0 a postive in Q

(tt)

(in)

r

r

f- tta:A.Q : A

f- P .. Q[tta:A.Q/aj

r

(out)

f- P : tta:A.Q

r

r

f- P : tta:A.Q

f- P : Q[tta:A.Q/aj

In CC R it is possible to define, for example, the type of natural numbers as N := tta: *
.II,6: * .,6--> (,6-->a->,6)-->,6. With this type it is straightforward to define functions by primitive
recursion: if t:a and f:a->N ->a, then Rec tf is defined by
Rec tf := )..x:N.xatf : N->a
and we have RectfO = t and Rectf(Sx) = f(Rectfx)x, where
0:= )..,6: * .)..y:,6.)..g:,6->N .....,6.y and S := )..n:N.)..,6: * .)..y:,6.)..g:,6->N->,6.g(n,6gy)n.
The Strong Normalization for CC R follows from the fact that if a(:A) is positive in Q(:A),
then >'F E V(A).[Q]eC<>:=F) is a monotone function from VeAl to itself. Hence it has a fixed
point. So, we extend the mapping [-]e by putting
[I-'O!:A·QI~ := lfp(>.F E

V(A).[Qlec<>:=F)).

The mapping Q-D p has to be extended to include a case for the tt- constructor as well. We put
Qtta:A·QD p := dQAD p()..a·QQD pC<>:=<»)·

5. CC with E-types, extending the method to inductive kinds
It is well-known that one can not extend CC with arbitrary ~::-types: Ea:A.a : * is not allowed
if A : D. (If one allows this, it is possible to type non-normalizing terms.) In the proof of SN
for CC with 'safe' E-types that we give here, it can be seen why the proof-construction does
not extend to the 'unsafe' E-types.
It is possible to proof SN for CC E by a direct extension of the proof of SN for CC (as it
was given in Section 3). This approach was taken in a previous version of this paper, which
was spread at the BRA-Workshop itself. A drawback of this approach is that the untyped
)..-calculus has to be extended with infinitary )..-terms of the form case {Mi liE I}, where I is
an infinite index set and Mi is a )..-term for every i E I. These 'infinite terms' are needed to
interpret terms of type Ev:T.U, for the case where T is a kind. It turns out that, if one modifies
the proof of Section 3 a little bit, then these infinite terms can be avoided. This modification
turns out to be of more general importance, since it also allows the interpretation of inductive
kinds (like a kind of natural numbers that allows the same flexibility as the inductive type of
natural numbers in Coq). This modification will be discussed later.
We now first give the rules for E-types.
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5.1. DEFINITION. The Calculus of Constructions with 'E-types,
tional rules. (In these rules s, 81 and 82 stand for * or 0.)

r

(projl)

r

f-

* r, X:rJ f- T : *
r f- 'EX:rJ.T : *

r

rJ :

f- T : 81

r
r

f- M : 'Ev:T.U

r

(Proj2)

f- 'TrIM: T

rf-M:T
(pair)

r

eeE ,

ha.s the following addi-

r, v:T f- U : 82

f- 'Ev:T.U : 0

if 81

==

0 or 82

==

0,

f- M : 'Ev:T.U

f- 'Tr2M : U['Trl(M)/v]

r f- N: U[M/v] r,v:T fr f- (M, N) : 'Ev:T.U

U: 8

The reduction rules a.ssociated with pairing and projection are

'Trl(M,N) -". M,

'Tr2(M,N) -". N.

The conversion rule is adapted to this new reduction, that is, the side condition T U now
stands for -{3"., the equivalence relation generated from {3- and 'Tr- reduction. For convenience
we shall speak of ee E ' in ca.se we want to restrict to 'E-types of the first sort, so 'Ev:T.U, where
T and U are types. (T: * and U : *)
The proof of SN for ee E ' is a direct extension of the proof of SN for ee. We first extend
the untyped A calculus with pairing and projection operators (-, -), 'Trl and'Tr2 that have the
required reduction behaviour

5.2. DEFINITION. For ee E ', the set of base terms B is defined by adding to Definition 3.1 the
clause
3. If M E B, then 'TrIM E Band 'Tr2M E B.
The notion of key redex is extended by adding to Definition 3.2 the clause
3. If M has key redex N, then 'TriM has key redex N (for i E {1, 2}).
The definition of saturated set is the same as in Definition 3.3, with the notions of 'ba.se
term' and 'key redex' replaced by the above ones. We ambiguously denote this new collection
of saturated sets again by SAT (but there will be no confusion).
5.3. DEFINITION. For X, Y E SAT, the product of X and Y, X x Y is defined by
X x Y:= {MI'TrlM E X &'Tr2M E Y}.
That SAT is closed under products and that elements of product sets behave correctly is
stated in the following two lemma.s. (The first is immediate.)
5.4. LEMMA. If X, Y E SAT then X x Y E SAT.
5.5. LEMMA. Let X, Y and Xi ('Ii E I) be saturated set8.

1.
2.

IfMEXandNEY,then(M,N)EXxY.
If ME X x Y, then 'TrIM E X and 'Tr2M E Y.
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PROOF. The second follows immediately from the definition of product. For the first, note
that 1[1 «M, N)) ~ M E X and 1[1 «M, N)) is SN, hence 1[1 ( (M, N)) E X. Similarly,
1[2«M, N)) ~ N E Y, so 1[2«M, N)) E Y. 0
The notion of '~

I=D r' is defined analoguously to Definition 3.6.

5.6. DEFINITION. The function [-]e is defined for CC E' by extending Definition 3.7 with the
clause

[Ex:a.7]e = [a]e x [7k
We have the following property. (Compare with Fact 3.8.)
5.7. FACT. Let Q and P be constructors or kinds with r f- Q, P : T and
~ 1= r, then

Q -(3"c P ==> [Q]e

~

a valuation with

= [PIe'

The Soundness Lemma 3.9 is also easily verified:
5.8. LEMMA (Soundness for [-Ie)' For r a context ofCCE', Q, A E Term(CC E') and ~

r

f- Q : A(:D)

r

f- Q : 0

I=D r,

==> [Q]e E V(A),
==> [Q]e E SAT.

The interpretation of typable terms as (strongly normalizing) untyped >. terms is again
done modulo a valuation p that assigns terms to the free variables. So, let p be as in Definition
3.10.
5.9. DEFINITION. For r a context of CC E' with p, ~ 1= r, the interpretation function
r-Term(CCE')->A is defined by adding to Definition 3.11 the following clauses.

U-Dp :

U(t,q)D p - (UtD p, M p)'
U7T1 tD p
7T1 UtD p'
=
U7T2tD p
7T2UtDp'
QEx:a.7D p = dUuD p(>.x.Q7D p(x,=x))'
Again we have that
UMD p

:= rM'[p(v)/VJ,

where v are the free variables in M, p( it) is obtained by consecutively applying p to v and
rM' is defined in Fact 3.12. (The extension of r - ' to include cases for (-, -), 7Ti and E is
straightforward. )
The Strong Normalization follows immediately from the Soundness Theorem for Q-D p' To
prove the soundness we only have to verify the extra cases that arise from the additional
derivation rules. This is straightforward.
5.lD. THEOREM (Soundness Theorem). For r a context and M and T terms of CC B ',
rf-M:T==>rI=M:T.
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5.11. COROLLARY.

'<1M E Term(eeE')[SN(M)].
PROOF. Totally similar to the proof of Theorem 3.15. 0
We now come to the interpretation of so called 'large' E-types (Le. where the E-type is
actually a kind) as saturated sets. It turns out that if a is a type, then [Ex:a.B]~ can be
defined as [a]~ x IBk (Note that IB]e does not depend on objects; ~ does not give a value to
object variables.) If A is a kind, then one can not define [Ea:A.T]~ := IA]~ x IT]e' because
now [T]~ depends on the value that ~ takes for a. One would like to define a 'dependent
product of saturated sets' and interpret Ea:A.T as such a dependent product. This turns out
to be very complicated and we therefore take a different approach.
Instead of interpreting kinds as saturated sets under I-]~, we shall interpret kinds as
saturated sets parametrized over their set-interpretation. So, if A is a kind, we define [A]~ as
a function from VeAl to SAT. For the interpretation of types we take (as before) saturated
sets. Then the statement of Soundness of the interpretation will have the following form.

r
r

f- t:a
f- P:A

==-

F rWD p E [a]~],
'<Ip,~ F rWPD p E [A]~([Ple)],
'<Ip,~

where a stands for a type and A for a kind.
We now make precise how the definitions of V,
the above.

[-I~

and

Q-D p

have to be adapted to achieve

5.12. DEFINITION. The extension of the set-interpretation V to the kinds of
adding the following clauses to Definition 3.4.
V(Ea:A.B)
V(Ea:A.T)
V(Ex:a.B)

The notion of ~

FD r

eeE

is done by

VeAl x V(B), if A, B:o,
._ VeAl, if A:o and T:*,
.- V(B), if B:o and a: *.

(the constructor valuation ~ satisfies

r)

is as before in Definition 3.6.

5.13. DEFINITION. The extension of [-]~ (definition 3.7) to ee E is done by changing the
clauses for * and II-kinds and by adding clauses for E-types and its constructors as follows.

[IIx:a.Bl e =

AX E SAT.SN,
Ab E V(B).[a]e ...... [Ble(b),

[IIa:A.Bl e

AJ

He

n

E V(A) ...... V(B).

[A]e(a) ...... [B]~(c,,=a/fa),

aEV(A)

[Ex:a.B]e

=

Ab E V(B). n([a]e"""IBI,(b) ...... X) ...... X,

x
X ranging over SAT,
[Ea:A.Bl,

=

Ap E veAl x V(B).

n(x n [A]e(a)...... n [B]e(a,=a)(b) ...... X((a, b») ...... X(p),
aEV(A)

bEV(B)

X ranging over VeAl x V(B) ...... SAT,
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[~a:A.TJe =

,xa E V(A)

n(
n [AJe(b)-[T]ec",=b)->X(b))-X(a),
x
bEVCA)

X ranging over V(A)-SAT,

[(P, Q)I,
[(P, q)l~
[(p, Q)I~
[71"1 QI~
[7I"2Qle

=
=
=
=
=

([PIe' [Ql e),
[PIe
[Q]e,
fst ([QI~),
snd ([Qle).

Here, - denotes set-theoretic function space construction if it is in the subscript of a n;
otherwise it denotes the function space on saturated sets. Furthermore, (-, -) denotes pairing
and fst and snd denote projections in set-theory. Remember that (T and T stand for types, A
and B stand for kinds, p and q stand for objects and P and Q stand for constructors.
To understand why the ~-type has this interpretation, one can take a look at the interpretation of the weak existential quantifier :3a:A.T in CC. Following Definition 3.7, we have

n ( n [AI,-ITI~(",=a)-X)-X.

[:3a:A.TI~ = SN-

XESAT aEVCA)

Now, for this interpretation we do not have a second projection. (It would have to be
AZ.Z(AXY.Y), but this term is not in the right saturated set, because one can not take [TI«",=a)
for X in the intersection.) Therefore we have to adapt the interpretation to get a rael strong
~>type (with projections).
It is now easy to verify the substitution property for I-I~ and to show that [-I, preserves
reduction (compare with Fact 3.8): IM[Q/a]]~ = IMJec"'=IQI~)' [M[q/xlJ, = [MJ, and if
M -->f3" N, then [MJ~ = [NJ" provided that M is a kind or a constructor.
Hence we can prove the Soundness Lemma (compare with Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 5.8).
5.14. LEMMA (Soundness Lemma). For r a context of CC E , Q, A E Term(CC E ) and {

r

I- Q : A(:D)

r

=;.

I- A : 0

=;.

1=0

r,

[QJ, E V(A),
[AJ, E V(A)-SAT.

PROOF. By simultaneous induction on the derivation. 0
To define the interpretation Q- Dp' we have to say when a valuation p satisfies r with respect
to I; (notation p,{ 1= r; see also Definition 3.10). This is the case when

r
a:A E r
X:(T

E

=;.
=;.

p(x) E [de'
pta) E [AJ,({(a)).

5.15. DEFINITION. The interpretation of objects, constructors and kinds of CCE under a-Dp
is done by adding to Definition 3.11 the following clauses.

arM, N)D p =
Q7I"1MDp Q7r2MDp a~1J:T.UDp

=

>.z.zaMDpQNDp,
aMDp(AXY·X),
QMDp(AXY·Y),
dQTDp(A1J·aUDpcv,=v))·
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(Here, v is either an object variable or a constructor variable, T and U are either types or kinds
and M and N are either objects or constructors.)
An important thing to notice is that, if M -->". N, then QMD p ..... f3 QND p in at least one
step. This can be seen by observing that Q1l"i(Mj, M2)D p == (Ay.yQMjDpQM2Dp)(AXjX2.Xi) -->f3
... -->f3 QMiD p' Hence it is easy to verify that, if one defines Po by taking po(v) = v for all
variables v, then
QMD po is SN ==> M is SN .
Due to the definition of saturated sets, the valuation Po will always satisfy r with respect to ~.
The notion of r F M : T (r satisfies that M is of type T) now takes the following form.
(Compare with Definition 3.13.)
5.16. DEFINITION. For
CC E , we define

r

a context and t an object, II a type, P a constructor and A a kind of

r F t:1I
r F P:A

iff

V~, p[p,~

iff

V~, p[p,~

5.17. THEOREM (Soundness Theorem). For

r

f- M : T

r

Fr

==> QtDp E [III,],
F r ==> QPD p E [AI,([PI,).
a context and M and T terms of cc E ,

==> r F M : T.

PROOF. The proof is by induction on the derivation. We treat a few cases.

• M == (P, t) with P:A and t:T[P/a]. Then by IH, QPD p E [AMIPI,) and QtDp E
[T[P/a]I,(= [TI«a'=IP),)' Now, let X E V(A)->SAT and
y E nbEv(A)[AI,(b)->[Tj«a,=b)->X(b). Then, taking IPI, for b, we find that yQPDpQtD p E
X(IPI,)·
SO, Ay.yQPDpQtD p E [Ea:A.TJe(IPI,), that is, Q(P, t)D p E IEa:A.TI,([(P, t)I,).
• M == (P, Q) with P:A and Q:B[P/a]. Then by IH, QPD p E [AI,([PI,) and QQD p E
[B[P/a]I,([QI,)(= IBI'(a=[p],)(IQ1,». Now, let X E V(A) x V(B)-+SAT and
y E naEV(A) [AI,(a)-> nbEV(B) [BI,(a,=a) (b)-+X((a, b». Then, taking [PI, for a and IQ],
for b, we find that yQPDpQQD p E X((IPI" [QI,».
SO, Ay.yQPDpQQD p E IEa:A.TI,((IPI" IQI,», that is, Q(P, Q)D p E [Ea:A.BI,(I(P, Q)],).
• M == 1l" j P with P:Ea:A.T. Then by IH, QPD p E [Ea:A.Tl,([PI,), that is
QPD p E nXEV(A)~SAT(nbEv(A)[AI,(b)->[TI'(a'=b)-+X(b»->X([PI,). Now, taking [AI,
for X we find that AXY.X E nbEV(A)IAI,(b)->[T],(a,=b)->IAI,(b). So, QPDp(AXY.X) E
[AI,([PI,), that is, Q1l")PD p E [AI,([7r)P],).
• M == 1l"2P with P:Ea:A.B. Then by IH, QPD p E [Ea:A.BI,([P],), that is, QPD p E
(naEV(A) [A],(a)-> nbEV(B) [Bl,(a,=a) (b)->X((a, b»)->X([P],) for any X
in V(A) x V(B)->SAT. Now, taking).p E V(A) x V(B).[BI'(a,=fstp)(sndp) for X we find
that
AXY·y E naEV(A) [AMa)-> nbEV(B) [B],(a,=a) (b)->[Bl,(a:=al(b). So, QPDp(AXY.y) E
[BI,(aAstjPJ,) (snd [PI,), that is, Q1l"2PDp E [B[1l"jP/aHA7r2PI,). 0
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The following is now an immediate consequence of the fact that we have for every context r
a constructor valuation ~ such that ~ pBox r and furthermore, that for the identity valuation
Po, we have Po, ~ P r. (See the proof of 3.15 for details.)
5.18. COROLLARY (Strong Normalization for CCE).

'1M E Term(CCE)[SN(M)].
The version of ~:-types that makes CC inconsistent is the one that lets Ea:A:r : * if A : 0
and r : *. It is instructive to see why this version of E-types does not fit into the proof of SN
above. Suppose we let Ea:A.r : *, with A : 0 and r : *. Then we do not define V(Ea:A.r),
because this is not a kind. Furthermore, we can define [Ea:A.rl~ as before. The problem arises
when we try to define [7rltl~ for t : Ea:A.r : *, because [7rltl~ can not be defined in terms of
[tl{, for the simple reason that [tl~ does not exist. (Note that t is an object and for objects
[-Ie is not defined.)
The approach to proving strong normalization can be generalised to inductive kinds. We
treat the example for natural numbers. In the following, note that our 'inductive types' are
kinds, whereas in a system like Coq, they are types. Having the natural numbers on the
kind-level conforms better with a more traditional view on logical systems, where the level of
'domains' and the level of 'formulas' are separated. We now give the syntactic rules for the
kind Nat.
(Nat)
(Elim)

I- Nat: 0,

(Zero)

I- Z : Nat,

(Succ)

I- S : Nat-->Nat,

r, a:Nat I- T: */0 r I- Ml : T[Z/a] r I- M2 : IIa:Nat.T-->T[Sa/a]
r,a:Nat I- RecM1M 2 a: T

with the reduction rules

RecM1M2Z

---+r

Ml, RecMJ M2 (Sa)

---+r

M2a(RecM1M2a)

The system CC extended with this scheme for natural numbers will be denoted by CC N .
The interpretation of CC N in the saturated sets framework is as follows.
5.19. DEFINITION. Adapt the mappings V, [-I~ and ~-Dp by adding the following clauses.

V(Nat)

.- N,

[Zl~

.- 0,

[S]~

.-

[RecPJP21~
[Nat]~

).n E N.n

+ 1,

.- the function defined by primitive recursion from ~P1Dp and ap2Dp'
.- Ifp(<I», where for N E N-->SAT,

n

<I>(N) = ).n E N.

X(O)-->(

XEN-SAT

QZD p .- >-.xy.X,
QSD p .- >-.zxy.yz((>-.v.xxy)Z),
QRecM1M 2Dp . - >-.z.zQMJDpQM2Dp·
We shall ambiguously denote

[Nat]~

by Nat.
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n N(m)-->X(m)-->X(m + l))-->X(n)),

mEN

The function >'N E N->SAT.>'n E N. nXEN~SAT X(O)->(nmEN N(m)->X(m)->X(m +
1))->X(n) is a positive morphism from N->SAT to N--;SAT and hence it has a least fixed
point (lfp). (Compare with Definition 4.6 and Corollary 4.8.) A term RecMIM2 can be a
constructor (if T in the scheme is a kind) or an object (if T in the scheme is a type). In the
second case it only has an interpretation under a-Dp' in the first case it has two interpretations.
If RecM1M 2 : IIa:Nat.T, with T a kind, then [RecMIM2]~ is the function F : N -> V(T),
defined by F(O) = [MII~ and F(n + 1) = [M2]~(n)(F(n)).
5.20. LEMMA (Soundness Lemma). For

r

r

~ P : A(:O)

r

~ A :0

a context of CC N , P, A E Term(CC N ) and ~ FD
=}

[PI~ E V(A),

=}

[A]~ E V(A)->SAT.

r,

PROOF. By induction on the derivation. The only interesting case is when the last rule was
(Elim) and P == RecPlh Then, by IH, [PI]~ E V(T) and [P2]~ E N->V(T) ...... V(T). So,
indeed [RecPIP2]~ E N->V(T) and we are done. 0
The notion of the valuation p satisfies

with respect to

r =}
a:A E r = }
M : T (r F M
X:O"

So is the notion of r satisfies

r

p(x)

E

5.21. THEOREM (Soundness Theorem). For
r~M

~

(p, ~

F r),

is defined as before:

E [O"]~,

pta) E [A]("(~(a)).

: T), which is the same as in Definition 5.16.

r

a context and M and T terms of cc N ,

:T=}r FM:T.

PROOF. By induction on the derivation.
• M == Z. Let X E N ...... SAT. If x E X(O) and y E nmEN Nat (m) ...... X (m) ...... X (m+ 1), then
x E X(O), so )..xy.x E Nat(O).
• M == S. We have to prove that aSDp E npEN Nat(p)->Nat(p + 1). Let pEN and
z E Nat(p). Let also X E N ...... SAT, x E X(O) and y E nmEN Nat(m)->X(m) ...... X(m+ 1).
Then yz E X (p) ...... X(p + 1) and ()..v.vxy)z E X(p), so yz(()..v.vxy)z) E X(p+ 1). Hence,
)..zxy.yz(()..v.vxy)z) E npENNat(p) ...... Nat(p + 1).
• M == RecM1M2. We have to prove that
aRecMIM2Dp E

n Nat(n) ...... [TJ«,,:=n)([RecMIM2]~(n)).

nEN

By IH, aMIDp E [T[Z/alM[Md,) and
aM 2D p E

n Nat(n)...... n [TJ'(Q:=n)(t)->[T[Sa/a]]~(Q:=n)([M21,(n)(t)).

nEN

tEV(T)

Let n E Nand z E Nat(n). Take for X the map >.m E N.[T]eca:=m)(IRecM1 M 2],(m)),
then aMIDp E X(O) and
aM 2D p E

n Nat(n)->X(n) ...... X(n + 1),

nEN

by taking t to be [RecM1M 2]e(n). Hence we find that aRecMIM2Dp = )..Z.ZaMIDpaM2Dp E
nnEN Nat(n) ...... [T],(a:=n) ([RecM1M2],(n)). 0
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5.22. COROLLARY (Strong Normalization for CC N ).
'1M E Term(CCN)[SN(M)J.

-r

The Corollary follows in a standard way from the Theorem (see the proof of Theorem 3.15)
N, then QMD PO
by taking for P the identity valuation Po and by observing that, if M
reduces to QND po in at least one step. For the latter:
QRecM1M2(Sx)D p == (Az.zQM1DpQM2Dp)((AZpq.qZ((AV.Vpq)Z))p(x)), which reduces to

QM2Dpp(x)((AV.vQM1DpQM2Dp)p(x)) == QM 2(RecM1M 2x)D p'
Concluding Remarks
We have given a short and flexible proof of Strong Normalization for the Calculus of Constructions. The flexiblity lies in the fact that the framework of saturated sets allows many basic
constructions like function types, product types, sum types and positive recursive types. A
question that has not been addressed here is whether this construction can be extended to
higher universes (adding a sort 01 with 0 : 0 1, etcetera). We did look into the extension with
inductive types: the example of the natural numbers strongly suggests a general procedure
for other inductive types by (roughly) interpreting an inductive type T as the parametrized
saturated that corresponds with the elimination scheme of T. Note however, that, different
from a system like Coq, the inductive types are in fact kinds here (also called 'large types').
This fits rather naturally with the approach that we have chosen, where the interpretation of
a type does not depend on the interpretation of an object. It is not clear to us whether this
approach yields some principle restriction to the extendibility of our proof. Furthermore, it
is also not clear to us whether the fact that we have inductive kinds puts a limitation on the
expresibility of the system (compared with inductive types).
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